Access and locking technology

We are your key partner at Zurich Airport for access and locking technology systems. From the initial clarification of your needs all the way through to planning, implementation, maintenance and administration. Everything is handled from a single source. Reliability and safety are our top priority.

Benefits

- A single point of contact for all your access control and locking system-related matters
- Independent advice, tailored to your needs
- Well-trained specialists with in-depth product knowledge
- As one of Switzerland’s largest users of access systems, we have many years of experience with all major locking systems available on a market. Only carefully checked systems are used, which have proven their value withstanding extreme loads and movements. We would be happy to show you our project references.
- We only supply protected locking systems, responsibly managed authorisations as well as keeping complete proof of retention. This results in security and intervention access being guaranteed at all times. Our portfolio includes customers with extremely stringent security requirements.
- By choosing sustainable products and ensuring continuity in our working relationships with suppliers, we make sure systems are always up-to-the-minute. Upgrades and replacements can be made at any time.

Quality standards

- It is important to us that easily upgradable systems are used which act in harmony as a total package
- Our specialist staff receives periodic training
- The high quality standards demanded by the airport are applied to all tenants

Quality control

- Regular, rigorous security lock checks by responsible authorities
- Review of key holders
- Complete documentation enables changes to be reviewed at all times
- We are happy to provide you with the access data and analysis of your premises at any time upon request

Specialist area

- Mechanical, mechatronic and electronic locking systems
- Mechanical and electronic key deposit systems
- Badge system/electronic hardware
- P.O. box locks
- Archive and furniture locks
- Access media (keys, badges, tags, etc.)
- Accessories (keyrings, duplicate keys, identification key tags, etc.)

Services

- Individual advice
- Planning
- Implementation
- Maintenance/servicing
- Dealing with issues
- Replacement of systems
- Management of access authorisations
- Coordination of lost keys service
- 24-hour emergency opening
- Key service
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